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Introduction to ethical analysis 
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The complexily r�( modem medicine· and of lhe related ethical issues is re.flected in progressively more 
delailed ethical codes and guidelines. We believe that w1 equal emphasis should be devoted to ethical 

anCLlysis, a method ,vhich pennits eve1y physiciCLn to dejine, anCL!yse, and solve CLII elhical dilemma. E1hicCL! 

dile11111ws are hest CLpproached using the common morality lheory ,vilh its fc1ur principles: autonomy, 

11011111CL!e.ficence, hene.ffrence, andjustice. A person, or a group cd"persons, e>.perience either ethical bene.fils 

or ethical costs hy Cl/1 aclion resulting in a greater or diminished respect c!
l 

any c!f" the .fcmr principles. The 

same action may hring both ethical bene.fits and costs: lying CLh01t1 lhe diagnosis of a serious diseCLse J11CL)' he 
occasionally hene.ficial bul violates lhe principle of palienl au/onomy. E1hicCLI anCL!ysis may be divided inlo 

three sleps. In the .first step, elhical hene.fits or costs are ascribed to the involved individual or colleclive 

su/�jects hej(1re a,1y action is undertaken. In the second step, potential actions of chCLnging the presen/ 

siluation are discussed; far each c!f" lhese actions, a comparison with the prese/lt situCLtion will reveCLl a ne/ 

ethical hene.fil or cos/ .fr1r lhe qf/ecled su/�jects. The third step is a recommendation .far lhe most appropriCLte 

action. This .fina/ slep of elhical analysi.1· is rm interdisciplimt1)' task: a discussion among physicians, 

psychologists, socio/ogisls, eco110111ists, or polititians will hope.fitlly lead to CL balanced and realistic pro

posal. 
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lntroduction 

The times when moral dilemmas were resolved by 

aclhering to simple rules do belong to the past. 

Toclay's worlcl is one of increasing complexity, of 

breaking the traditional social structure and of indi

vidual responsibility. New information networks and 

globa! marketing are reaching the most remote sites 

of the worlcl; at the same time, however, new tech

nologies remain an illusion for majority of man

kind. 

Medicine is not an exception to these globa! so

cial changes and to the relatecl moral clilemmas. We 

ali feel the pressure of a wiclening gap between 

technological clevelopment on one side, and restric-
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tions clue to limitecl resources on the other. Prob

lems of distributive justice are ot'ten linked to un

certainties regarding life-sustaining treatments. The 

cleclared autonomy of patients in decisions con

cerning their life, treatment and cleath may be in 

sharp contrast with the principles and rules of be

neficence ancl non-maleficence of the medical com

munity. Even preventive medicine is not free of 

moral dilemmas: to what extent may we limit indi

viclual autonomy in order to explore patterns or

occurrence of human cliseases, and how far shoulcl 

we go in imposing medically beneficial behaviour 

in society? 

The increasing importance of ethical issues in 

medicine is beyond cloubt. Less clear is the way to 

greater ethical awareness. Should we teach young 

physicians detailecl codes ancl rules as seems to be 

the prevailing practice, or should we rather teach 

them to define, analyse and solve ethical dilem

mas? Do we neecl consultants in medica! ethics -
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yet another discipline of medicine. or is ethics real

ly evcryhody's busincss'1

First, we will point to a much necded distinction 

betwecn law, cthical codcs, and cxpert ethical opin

ions. Thc main part of our discussion will be devot

cd to thc prescntation 01· cthical rules, principles 

and theories and to ethical analysis as a method of 

approaching an ethical dilemma. 

Intuition, ethical codes, detailcd guidclines and 
ethical analysis 

Any dilemma forccs us to choosc among mutually 

cxclusivc actions. In cvcryday life. wc rarely fol

low a systematic approach: as Brewin 1 noted, lhe 

most caring doctor may be totally ignorant of aca

demic elhics. Intuition runclions well on an indi

vidual basis and in simple situations. However, in

tuition is of limited uscfulness in complex situa

tions and in argumcnts belween often widely differ

ing vicws. 

From the timcs of Egyptian papyri, of Hammura

bi and Hippocrates2 to the prescnt day, physicians, 

their associations and rulcrs or representatives of 

society have tricd to codify the guidelines of medi

ca! ethics into an obligalory system of rules for 

members of the medica! profession. No other pro

fession has devoted so much attention to ethical 

issues: this proves how delicate the field or medica! 

ethics is and at the same tirne reflects an inability to 

govern physician's behaviour exclusively by law. 

Stili, centuries-old ethical codes could not pro

vide an answer to many dilemmas from the increas

ingly complex medica! praclice of today. A re

sponsc to this apparent obsolescence of codes and 

resolulions has been recenl trend towards their in

clusivity. The rcsult is their progressive complexity 

and a vanishing dislinction betwecn law. ethical 

code, and expert ethical opinion. In international 

documcnts on medica! ethics, vague expressions as 

a reflection of a compromise among distinct cul

tures are a further limitation to their practical use. 

Legislation covers the most obvious and easily 

defined patterns of our behaviour. In addition, we 

need a simple code or medica! ethics that ali physi

cians will understand and remember and which will 

not bc subject to revision wilh every new techno

logical dcvelopment: Hippocrates' oath stili remains 

a beautiful masterpiece or eternal value. 

Possibly the most unfortunate consequence of 

recent trends in medica! ethics, with increasingly 

delailed and hardly undcrstandable guidelines, is 

the passive role taken by most physicians when 

approaching an ethical question. In order to allevi

ate this deficiency in medica! education and prac

tice, we bere present the tools for ethical analysis 

and the lhree-step process 01· formulating and solv

ing an ethical dilemma. 

Tools for ethical analysis: considered judge
ments, ethical rulcs, principlcs and ethical 

thcories 

The practical use of ethical analysis by those who 

have little insight into philosophy or academic eth

ics demands that we keep the discussion as simple 

as possible. Nevertheless, we can not avoid a brief 

and admittedly incompletc prescntation of the main 

elements of ethical discussion. 

Considered judgements 

These are moral convictions in which we have the 

highest confidence and believe to have the lowest 

leve! of bias.1 Wrongness of racial discrimination,

religious intolerance, torture. or slavery are such 

widely accepted considered judgements. Ali ethical 

theories include such considered judgements which 

are as fundamental to ethics as axioms are to math

ematics. 

Ethical ntles 

These appear similar to considered judgements. 

Such rules are "Speak the truth", "Do not kili", 

"Help another human being". An important differ

ence from consiclered judgements is that in a proc

ess called balancing, reality of life may force us to 

abandon one rule in order to comply with another. 

We may decide to override the rule "Speak the 

truth" and nol reveal a positive pregnancy test to an 

overtly aggressive father of a teenager. The rule 

"Do not kili" may be disregarded in self-defonce or, 

if ethical analysis permits us to do so, in helping a 

terminally ill paticnt to die with dignity. The rule 

"Help another human being" has its limitations: 

without them everybody would be obliged to give 

most of the belongings to the poor and physicians 

would be obliged to work regardless of working 

hours and payment. 
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Ethical principles 

These are more abslract than rules and are a bridge 

between rules and ethical theories. An elhical theo

ry, wilh ils philosophical background defines the 

number and lhe list of principles needed for ils 

conslruclion. As we will see when discussing the 

utilitarian and Kantian ethical lheories, a single 

principle leads to an unrealistic simplification; loo 

many principles do not conlribute to explanatory 

power and clarity of a theory. Pollowing the argu

ments presented by Beauchamp and Childress-1 and 

Gillon.S. it seems that an ethical dilemma may be 

defined with four basic principles: 

l. Respect .fcJr w1to11omy: a principle demanding

the respecl of lhe decision-making capacities of 

autonomous persons. An integral part of lhis princi

ple is the right lo be informed: incomplete under

slanding of a siluation frequently leads to depend

ence, inferiority and loss 01· autonomy. 

2 No1111wle.ficence: a principle of avoiding the 

causation of hann. Although similar to the princi

pic of beneficence, the principle or nonmaleficence 

covers a broader range of people: we are obliged 

not lo harm unknown people to whom we liave no 

obligations 01· beneficence. 

3. Bene.ficence: a principle of providing benefits

and balancing benefits against risks and cosls. Por 

its prnctical application, the principle or benefi

cence has to be specified: towards whom, in what 

circumstances and for which personal sacrifices are 
we obliged to act beneficently? An importanl ele

ment in these specificalions are lraditional rela

tions: our obligations are much greater lowards our 

own children, parents, or rriends than lowards un

known persons. 

4. .!ustice: a principle for dislribuling benefits,

risks and cosls fairly. Limited resources invariably 

lead to a conllicl and a balancing belween the prin

ciples of beneficence and juslice. The principle of 

justice demands lhat lhe rules for such a process of 

balancing are clearly derined in advance. 

Ethica/ lheories 

Ethical lheories define a system 01· ethical princi

ples, rules and guidelines. A good lheory salisfies 

eighl condilions: ·1 

l. Claritv: without obscurily and vagueness.

2. Coherence: interna! consistency and devoid 01·

contradictory statements. 

3. Completeness and co111prehe11siveness: focused

to cover ali polenlial dilemmas. 
4. Simplicity: a few basic norms are preferrable

to more norms bul no additional content. 
S. E.rplanalory power: adequate insight to under

sland moral life. 

6 . .lustification power: a good reason for the jus
tification of a decision and also ror the rejeclion of 
unacceplable oplions. 

7. Output power: analysis also for new dilemmas
not considered in the construclion of the lheory. 

8. Practicahi!ity: not demanding aclions beyond
physical or social capabililics of most normal indi

viduals. 
.A survey of all theories which have been pro

posed as a guide through ethical dilemmas, or or 
related literature would clearly be beyond the scope 
of this shorl presentation: lhe work of Beauchamp 
and Childress -1 is a classical lext offering a compre
hensive and balanced coverage of the lopics. We 
will only briefly describe lhree groups of ethical 
theories: consequence-based utilitarian lheories, ob

ligalion-based Kantian or deontological lheories, 
and common moralily theory based on lhe four 
aforementioned elhical principles. 

Utilitarian ethical theories 

These holll lhal actions are righl or wrong accord

ing to the balance or their good and bad conse
quences. The question of whether we need rules in 
between lhe elhical lheory and judgement aboul an 
action, or whether we should simply skip the rules 

and follow lhe end result divides ulilitarians into 
"rule ulililarians'' and "acl utililarians". The former 
strive to idenlify rules which, if always observed, 
will lead to overall maximal ulility although lhe 
result in a parlicular case may be suboplimal: the 

latter simply observe each particular action which 

should produce maximal balance of posilive value 

over disvalue, or the least possible disvalue if only 

undesirable resulls can be achicved. 
The weakness of ulililarian lheories is apparenl 

when we realisc lhal lhe aclions lcading to lhe goal 
- maximum balance of posili ve value over disvalue

are ethically unacceptable. Por example, lorluring

prisoners may reveal a network or criminals: medi

ca! experimenls on mentally incompelenl persons 
may lead to importanl discoveries: the limilation or 

nursing care, or evcn active killing or elderly or 

incurable palients could save resources for lreat

menl of young patienls with curable diseases. 
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Kantian, obligation-based or deontological theory 

This theory views and judges actions as right or 

wrong exclusively through moral obligations on 

which these actions are based. According to the 

categorical imperative of lmmanuel Kant, "I ought 

never to act except in such a way that I can also will 

that my maxim become a universal law." The con

sequences of our actions are irrelevant; our desires 

or reasoning based on emotions may indeed annihi

late the moral value of an action. In addition, Kant 

stressed the unique value and rcspect for every hu

man being: "One must act to treat every person as 

an end and never as a means only." 

Critics of Kantian deontological ethics maintain 

that the thcory cannot offer advice in practical life, 

where we often have to choose among severa! mu

tually exclusive obligations. Beyond responsibility 

to a single patient, a physician's obligations may 

include the institution, the rules of a health insur

ance company and to his or her family. The stress 

on law and obligations on one side, and ignoring 

motivation originating from emotions, friendship, 

or family relations on the other, is the weak part of 

Kantian ethics. 

Principle-based, common morality theories 

These are not based on a single ethical principle. 

While the principle of beneficence is a basis for 

utilitarian ethics, and the principle of autonomy 

may be regarded as fundamental to Kantian ethics, 

the common morality theory seeks a maximal prac

tically achievable balance among the four princi

ples: autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence and 

justice. No priority is attributed to any of these 

principles; rather, we try to balance between ethical 

"costs" and "benefits" of each of the prospective 

possibilities for action. 

A weakness of the common morality theory is its 

latitude: by choosing appropriate ethical principles, 

many opposing actions may be ethically defenda

ble. The common morality theory is somehow in 

betwecn a true, philosophical ethical theory and a 

method of ethical analysis. While this theory will 

be unsatisfactory for those who are seeking the 

deep philosophical foundations of morality, it may 

be very helpful in solving practical dilemmas. 

The three steps of ethical analysis 

We believe that the common morality theory, with 

its four principles, offers the best background in 

ethical analysis, and we will refer to it in this sec

tion. However, the three steps which we now de

scribe are applicable also in conjunction with any 

other ethical theory. 

1. Ethical assessment of the situation prior to
action

This is the first step. Ali individual and collective 

subjects who are affected by the problem are re

corded. For each subject, an assessment is made of 

a balance between ethical bene.fits resulting from 

respect of the principles of autonomy, nonmalefi

cence, beneficence and justice, and the ethical costs 

as a result of the violation of these principles. The 

same action may bring both ethical benefits and 

costs to the same individual: lying about the diag

nosis of a serious disease may be sometimes bene

ficial but violates the principle of patient autono

my. 

2. Possible actions with lheir ethical implications

It is important that ali actions (here including a 

choice of no action) which could influence the pre

sent situation are recordecl. In preparing such a list, 

advice from an expert may be needed. For each 

action, its influence upon the respect or violation of 

the four principles for ali subjects involved is as

sessed. Some actions may bring new individuals 

under consideration. 

3. Balancing among ethical costs and benefits and

recommendation for action

The third step is often interdisciplinary. A discus

sion between physicians and such people as philos

ophers, psychologists, technical experts, econo

mists, ecologists, or politicians will hopefully lead 

to a consensus regarding the best course of action. 

Ethical analysis frequently begins with a ques

tion regarding the ethical acceptability of a certain 

action. Even in such a case, however, ali three steps 

can not be avoided. One can not judge the ethical 

consequences of a certain action without an insight 

into the present state, a state which is often not 

ideal. A proposal for the strict control of private 

clubs advertising sexual pleasures may be easily 

rejected on the grounds of limitation of personal 

autonomy. Nevertheless, such a proposal can only 

be properly assessed in vicw of the costs of a liberal 

policy on the sexual abuse of children or adoles

cents. Likewise, the ethical acceptability of animal 

experiments in the screening of new drugs depends 
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on the weight of the problem to be solved, and on 

the existence of alternative methods. The serious 

clinical problem of an incurable disease will find 

more support than an initiative motivated solely 

from commercial interests, or the more so if the 

same results could be obtained from celi cultures. 

Our recent discussion on the ethics of genetic 

screening for breast cancer illustrates how cthical 

analysis is applied to a particular problem.'' 

Conclusion 

Our aim was to present ethical analysis in a way 

understandable to a professional without training or 

a deep interest in philosophy. The narrowing of our 

professional interests should not lead us to leave 

medica! ethics to a few specialists in yet another 

medica! speciality. It is critical that we ali partici

pate in discussions which play a decisivc role in the 

shaping our futurc as profcssionals and as citizens. 
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